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ABSTRACT
Our goal is to refocus the question about cybersecurity
research from ‘is this process scientific’ to ‘why is this
scientific process producing unsatisfactory results’. We focus on five common complaints that claim cybersecurity
is not or cannot be scientific. Many of these complaints
presume views associated with the philosophical school
known as Logical Empiricism that more recent scholarship
has largely modified or rejected. Modern philosophy of
science, supported by mathematical modeling methods,
provides constructive resources to mitigate all purported
challenges to a science of security. Therefore, we argue
the community currently practices a science of cybersecurity. A philosophy of science perspective suggests the
following form of practice: structured observation to seek
intelligible explanations of phenomena, evaluating explanations in many ways, with specialized fields (including
engineering and forensics) constraining explanations within
their own expertise, inter-translating where necessary. A natural question to pursue in future work is how collecting,
evaluating, and analyzing evidence for such explanations
is different in security than other sciences.
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Abstract
Our goal is to refocus the question about cybersecurity research from ‘is this process scientific’ to ‘why is this scientific process producing
unsatisfactory results’. We focus on five common complaints that claim cybersecurity is not
or cannot be scientific. Many of these complaints presume views associated with the philosophical school known as Logical Empiricism that
more recent scholarship has largely modified or rejected. Modern philosophy of science, supported
by mathematical modeling methods, provides
constructive resources to mitigate all purported
challenges to a science of security. Therefore, we
argue the community currently practices a science
of cybersecurity. A philosophy of science perspective suggests the following form of practice:
structured observation to seek intelligible explanations of phenomena, evaluating explanations in many ways, with specialized fields (including engineering and forensics) constraining explanations within their own expertise,
inter-translating where necessary. A natural
question to pursue in future work is how collecting, evaluating, and analyzing evidence for such
explanations is different in security than other sciences.

Definitions
Scientific “a very prestigious label that we apply to those bodies of knowledge reckoned to
be most solidly grounded in evidence, critical
experimentation and observation, and rigorous
reasoning” [6, p. 1].
Security “measures taken to protect a system” [18].
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Structured observations more broadly, not just
Untenable experiments, are necessary for science. Qualiexperiments tative research methods [11] such as case studies [22], and natural experiments [16], provide
usable intellectual structure. Privacy and ethical concerns have been adequately addressed
by the Menlo report [7]. Rapid technological
change makes generalization of results a genuine challenge, but generalization tactics should
help [17, 21].
Reproduction comes in many forms (corroboraReproducibility tion, statistical power, repetition, etc.) and usuis impossible ally several, though rarely all, work [8, 23]. The
misconception is requiring all forms simultaneously, which is overkill. For a historical touch
point, see [3]. Traditional scientific work sometimes covers non-replicable events, e.g., the extinction of the dinosaurs [12].
‘Law’ interprets how scientists explain or generNo laws of alize knowledge, but is too rigid even to describe
nature
physics [2]. Causal explanation as intervention is
well-developed [25, 13, 14]. Philosophy of science
provides access to a rich set of mechanism discovery heuristics used in other sciences [1, 4, 5] that
can be productively ported to security [20]. These
heuristics for designing and interpreting observations are not available with ‘laws’ as our goal.
A single language does not define a field. Within
No single
physics, the subfields communicate via trading
ontology
zones in which specialized languages enable exchanges between the jargons of two subfields [9].
Trading zones apply in security as well [10].
Neuroscience provides a better metaphor for demarcating a science of security: the mosaic
unity coheres from multiple subfields providing
constraints on multi-level mechanistic explanations [4].
Subsuming engineering under science [19] or sci‘Just’
ence under engineering [15] is not satisfying. Enengineering gineering as usually practiced depends on science [24], while at the same time science as usually practiced depends on engineering [6]. Our
tentative working definition differentiates based
on the goals: engineering is forward-looking, but
science tries to generalize models from structured
observations. By this definition, a science of cybersecurity clearly exists.
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